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Which equivalent is not  appropriate ?

misogynist: a woman- hater   recipe: take

friction : the action of chafing  inhaerent : cleave to a person

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 Which one is not an appropriate equivalent for the word ‘monarchy’ ?

Undevided rule by a single person Absolute power

A  governer  of a people A state ruled by a single person

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following has a different meaning ?

centri     centro    cent     centr

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In which of the following words does the prefix have a different meaning?

antidate    antifebrile    anticipate     anticausotic

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which equivalent is not  appropriate ?

junct: join luna: dark integr: entire jace: lie

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The morpheme ‘acro’ means all the following Except………….. .

terminal    middle       highest      atip

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following morphemes does not have a correct meaning? 

dors: front     ichthy: fish      cumli: heap     lin: line

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In which of the following words does the morpheme ’leg’ have  a different meaning?

legume    legislate    legitim         legal

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following morphemes does not have a correct meaning?

ex- : deprive of  gloss: language    

aug: to decrease       clast: break

9-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following words is appropriate for the meaning ’to move like a wave’?

fluctuate     fluent       fluid  fugacious

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The best meaning analysis for the word 'despise'  is ……….. .

 down + look  opposite of + construct  

down + fall opposite + treat

11-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Which meaning is not  appropriate for the word ‘crater’?

                                           

the mouth of a volcano   

cup-shaped

a southern constellation

the cavity  formed  by the explosion of mine

12-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Which of the following is the best meaning for the morpheme ‘gust’?

taste      hate     split        gold

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is the best equivalent for the word ‘itinerate’?

A route   A road book      To  traverse      A line of travel

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which one is not an appropriate equivalent for the following morphemes ?

hagi : saintly      laps : slip  cub : recline cruc : slack

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is the best meaning for the word ‘credence’?

Holding currently accepted  opinion Different in kind   

Belief    Brightness

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which of the following words is appropriate for the meaning ’brevi’?

summarized brave clear believe

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The morpheme………..means ‘seven’?

hepta        hexa   hecto  penta

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The morphemes ‘hort, ard, fel’ respectively have the meanings ………......................... .

urge, burn, cat encourage, faith, island   

gain, round, burn   joint, heart, faith

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 The word………. is the best equivalent for the meaning ‘reproduction by buds’?

holocaust blastogenesis dulcify enneagynous

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following  is used for the meaning 'rate of speed'?

ago    agog    agogic   diagonal

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following morphemes does not show the meaning ‘origin’? 

gon   geno        genea        gyn

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Which of the following  is used for the meaning ’God’?

 idio  dot  eth    dei

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The  meaning analysis ‘wonder + work’ is appropriate  for the word  ………....... .

thaumaturge       ergophobia        

thanaturge        ergonomy

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 In which of the following words doesn't the morpheme ’fac’ or ‘fic’ have  the meaning ‘make or

cause’?

factotum     benefactor     soporific      facilitate

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following is the best semantic analysis for the word ‘oligemia’?

few + eat   small+ blood  over + blood     over + eat

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of the following words is appropriate for the meaning ‘across + move’?

migration     transmigration  immigration     transmission

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The morpheme ‘noga’ has all the following meanings Except …………... .

nonsense      trifling  jest     plunge

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The morphemes ‘minat, mut, mors’ respectively have the meaning……….............................. .

catch, change, threaten   change, alternation ,catch   

transform, vary, project  project , alternation, bite

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The meaning of ‘lie/fault’ is included in ……… .

mendacity mendicant mendicity mendic

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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